
  Embedded SIM 



eSIM Media Buzz 
Press clipping for telecom specific, general technology and mass media are all 

rising the attention towards eSIM , but what is really and what not? 



Embedded SIM 
SIM History 

1974: Roland Moreno patented the memory card concept 

1993: ETSI release TS 11.11 specification for SIMcard. 

2003: Micro SIM (3FF ) 

2012: Apple patented Apple SIM 

2012: Nano SIM (4FF) 

2013: GSMA published SGP.01 Embedded SIM Remote Provisioning Architecture  

2015: SIMalliance published eUICC Profile Package: Interoperable Format 



SIM History 
Form factors evolution 



eSIM SGP.01-02 
The GSMA had managed a project to fast track the development of 

specifications to support the development and deployment of the Embedded 

UICC. The GSMA published the SGP.02 Remote Provisioning Architecture for 

Embedded UICC Technical Specification v1.0 and the SGP.01 Embedded SIM 

Remote Provisioning Architecture v1.1 in December 2013.  



eSIM format files 

SIMalliance had managed This document defines the technical specification of 

a standard format to be used for the loading and installation of an 

interoperable Profile Package in any compliant eUICC. This specification is 

based on the following SIMalliance document: eUICC Profile Package: 

Interoperability Functional Requirements. 



eSIM possible path 



Apple SIM / eSIM 



SIM/eSIM/vSIM 

Traditional SIMs  
 

Embedded SIMs  
  

Soft SIMs  

 Commercial launch in 1991 (G&D)   

 1st deployment Radiolinja (Finland)  

 Physical hardware (UICC2) + 

hardcoded logical profile  

 Predominantly single operator 

profile per SIM, multi IMSI 

possible3)  

 Performs authentication and 

encryption for network connection  

  

 Initial specification by GSMA in 2013  

 1st commercial deployment in M2M by AT&T 

in consumer deployment by Apple  

 Physical hardware (eUICC4) + virtual logical 
profile 

 Operator profile provisioned remotely  

 Theoretical deployment5: Hardware 

permanently integrated into device  

 Actual deployment: Leveraging classical SIM 

cards that are detachable with eSIM software  

 No international standard has been 
established  

 No physical hardware  

 SIM functionality only as software 

layer  

 Operator profile provisioned 

remotely  

 Security concerns (e.g. encryption, 
certification) persisting for industrial 
deployment  

The terms eSIM and soft SIM are often used interchangeably – however a key differentiation exists in 
that embedded SIMs combine the traditional physical hardware with a virtual logical profile  

 



eSIM setup process 

Source: Arthur D. Little analysis, GSMA eUICC specification v3   
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Subscription  
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Selected operator  
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service   



eSIM Market 



eSIM Market 



eSIM Market 
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